INTRODUCTION
Cross-site Scripting [1] and SQL injections [2] are two most dangerous kinds of attacks in Web application [3] . PHP has been the most popular programming language used by developer [4] . A lot of work has been done to find vulnerabilities in PHP Web applications automatically [5, 6] . Pixy [7] is one the most outstanding and famous tool among them. When studying the source code of Pixy, I found that it generate .dot files for both XSS and SQLI sensitive sinks which could be used to construct dependence trees and automaton respectively. Furthermore, I found that the time complexity of the method in Pixy could be decreased dramatically by using multi-thread programming based on CUDA [8] .
Specifically, to determine whether a sensitive sink of XSS is vulnerability can be done by a traversal of its corresponding dependence tree. As to SQLI vulnerability, it can be done by a traversal of its corresponding automaton [9] .
DETECTION OF XSS VULNERABILITIES BASED ON DEPENDENCE TREE
Both methods on CPU and GPU to process dependence trees are demonstrated in figure 1. In the left part of the figure 1, the dashed arrows labeled by number represent the visiting of single-thread method on CPU. Obviously, the single-thread method on CPU is a depth-first search implemented by recursion. It visits each node of the dependence once to determine whether the root node of the dependence tree is tainted. As to the right part of figure 1 , it demonstrates the multi-thread method on GPU. Each of the leaf nodes of the dependence tree is assigned a thread, and then all threads backtrack to the root node and combine information from different successors of the root node concurrently. Since singlethread method on CPU visits each node once, it's time complexity is O (n). Multi-thread method on GPU backtracks from leaf to root, it's time complexity is the height of the tree, which is O (log (n)).
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EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the efficiency of the novel method proposed in this paper. We implement the both the traditional method on CPU and the novel method on GPU. We generate a series of PHP files as input to Pixy, then using Pixy to convert them into .dot files which can be used to construct dependence trees and automatons. Table 1 shows the detail of PC on which the method of CPU runs. Table 2 shows the detail of server on which the method of GPU runs. Fig 3 shows the result of processing 10,000 dependence trees on CPU and GPU. It is worthy of mentioning that the Y-axis is logarithmic not linear. The height of bar is not proportional to the time needed to process the input files. It is obvious that time needed for GPU to process the same input files with CPU is much shorter. We can see that CPU needs about 1,144ms to process a php file that has 500 lines of codes for 10,000 times and about 10,179ms to process a php file that has 5,000 lines of codes for 10,000 times. The number of lines of codes increases 10 times and time increased 9 times. The time complexity of CPU method accords with O (n) as analyzed in the former section. As to GPU, time needed to process a php file that has 5,000 lines of codes is also roughly 11 times than a php file that has 500 lines of code. It seems that it does not ac-cord with the time complexity of GPU that is O (log (n)). This is because that the time needed for GPU include the time to transmit data from CPU to GPU. Unfortunately, the time needed for transmitting is much longer than time need to process dependence tree in GPU, so the time needed for GPU also roughly accords with O (n).But it grows slower than time needed for CPU, because the time need to process dependence tree is much shorter than CPU. Fig. 3 Result of processing dependence trees on CPU and GPU Fig. 4 Result of processing automatons on CPU and GPU Fig 4 shows the result of processing 100 ,000 automations on CPU and GPU. It is worthy of mentioning that the Y-axis is also logarithmic not linear. The height of bar is not proportional to the time needed to process the input files. It is obvious that time needed for GPU to process the same input files with CPU is much shorter. We can see that CPU needs about 1,534ms to process a php file that has 200 lines of codes for 100,000 times and about 24,514ms to process a php file that has 2,000 lines of codes for 100,000 times. The number of lines of codes increases 10 times and time increased 16 times. The time complexity of CPU method roughly accords with O (n) as analyzed in the former section. As to GPU, time needed to process a php file that has 2,000 lines of codes is also roughly 10 times than a php file that has 200 lines of code. It seems that it does not accord with the time complexity of GPU that is O (1). This is because that the time needed for GPU include the time to transmit data from CPU to GPU. Unfortunately, the time needed for transmitting is much longer than time need to process automations in GPU, so the time needed for GPU also roughly accords with O (n).But it grows slower than time needed for CPU, because the time need to process dependence tree is much shorter than CPU.
SUMMARY
We propose novel methods based on GPU to process dependence trees and automatons that represent the sensitive sinks of XSS and SQLI, respectively. In theory, we decreased the time complexity of processing dependence trees from O (n) to O (log (n)), and decreased the time complexity of processing automatons from O (n) to O (1). Experiment results on CPU show that the time complexity processing dependence trees and automatons both accords with O (n), due to the transmitting delay which is far more longer that processing dependence trees and automatons in GPU, the time needed for GPU also roughly accords with O(n). But the experiment results demonstrate that time needed for GPU grows slower than CPU which shows that the novel methods decrease the time complexity compared to CPU.
